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AIR OUTLET INSTALLATION METHOD
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Install the non-return air flap on top of hood with 

4xST 4x6 screws 

Air Flow Flapper Installation



The distance between the stove surface and the 
underside of the range hood must be in the range 
of 25.6"-29.5". Users choose the installation 
height according to their own needs, draw the 
installation center line on the wall, and then mark 
the position of the 4 holes on the wall according to 
the installation size shown in the assembly template.

Drill 4pcs Ø8mm holes on the wall，Then take out 
4pcs plastic�wall�anchors and two ST4*30 screws. 
Put the 4pcs plastic�wall�anchors into the 4 holes 
respectively，and�tighten�2pcs�ST4×30�screws to 
the upper 2 holes. into�the�plastic�wall�anchors 
(screws should not be completely attached to the 
wall, to reserve 0.08"-0.12" distance).

Place the hood onto the tighten screws,and�tighten 
2pcs ST4×30 screws to the bottom 2 holes.

Take out the long oil cup (2PCS), baffle filter (4PCS) 
and pipe (1PCS) from the carton and install them on 
the range�hood to complete the installation.



The distance between the stove surface and the underside of the range hood must be in the range 
of 25.6"-29.5" ，Users choose the installation height according to their own needs, draw the 
installation center line on the back board, and then mark the position of the 2 holes according to 
the assembly template as Figure 1，Add batten roll (needn’t if the cabinet itself is thick enough) 
to the cabinet as shown in Figure 2,�and cut the square�vent hole in bottom cabinet.

Take out 2pcs ST4*30，and put them on the marked 
position (the screws should not be completely close 
to the wall, 0.08"-0.12" distance should be reserved).

Place the hood onto the tighten screws,take out 4pcs 
ST4*30 screws and 4pcs gaskets, and then push the 
hood close to the board until it is close fitting to the 
upper cabinet, and then punch the gaskets and screws 
in the corresponding positions of 4 holes according to 
the above figure.

 Place the hood onto the tighten screws,and tighten 
2pcs ST4×30 screws to the bottom 2 holes.

 Take out the long oil cup (2PCS), baffle filter (4PCS) 
and pipe (1PCS) from the carton and install them on 
the range hood to complete the installation.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

   
      
 

Square vent hole



The running fan speed levels.
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(Only for stainless steel finish)

此处有变
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LED Light Replacement

Turn the unit off and unplug the appliance.

CAUTION: LAMP UNIT MAY BE HOT!

WAIT UNTIL THE UNIT IS COOL.BEFORE attempting to replacethe 
LED lamps make sure the unit is powered off and UNPLUGGED.
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Problem Posible cause
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